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Abstract

An investigation of the deformation and buckling
characteristics of a composite, oblate bulkhead that has

an inverted geometry and is subjected to pressure-only
loading is presented for three bulkhead geometries and

thicknesses. The effects of a stiffening support ring at
the bulkhead to cylinder interface are also evaluated.

Buckling analyses conducted using the axisymmetric
shell code BOSOR4 are discussed for several bulkhead

configurations. These results are analytically verified
using results from the Structural Analysis of General

Shells (STAGS) code for a selected bulkhead
configuration.

The buckling characterization of an inverted, oblate
bulkhead requires careful attention as small changes in

bulkhead parameters can have a significant effect on the
critical buckling load. Comparison of BOSOR4 and

STAGS results provided a very good correlation
between the two analysis methods. In addition, the

analysis code BOSOR4 was found to be an efficient
sizing tool that is useful during the preliminary design

stage of a practical shell structure. Together, these two
aspects should give the design engineer confidence in

sizing these stability critical structures. Additional
characterization is warranted, especially for a

composite tank structure, since only one bulkhead
configuration was examined closely.

Primary Symbols

ellipsoidal maj or axis (in.)

ellipsoidal minor axis (in.)

E Young's modulus of elasticity(psi.)
G shear modulus (psi.)

normal vector

P internal tank pressure (psi.)

r tank radius (in.)
s arc length

z tank longitudinal axis

Introduction

The past decade has provided numerous studies
that have identified various reusable launch vehicle

(RLV) configurations 1-3as well as strategies intended to

optimize their performance, a-6 An important

component in each one of these vehicle optimization
strategies is the willingness to trade increased structural

component weight for an overall reduction in vehicle
weight or vehicle performance. All of these endeavors

have been conducted with one goal in mind: to develop
a RLV capable of providing cost-eftbctive ($1000/lbm)

access to low-earth-orbit by reducing launch and
operations costs. One of the important areas related to

the development of a future reusable launch vehicle is
the capability for accurately predicting optimum vehicle

weight based on a variety of component configurations;
such as tanks, intertanks, or thrust structures.

The current strategy for the RLV program appears
to be centered about a vertical-takeoff, horizontal

landing, single-stage-to-orbit, winged-body derivative
that uses rocket propulsion. This being the case,

conventional launch vehicle loading will be relied upon
for designing major structural components, such as

tanks. Improvements in structural efficiency for these
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componentsaretypicallyobtainedthroughgeometric
changesto structureortheuseofadvancedmaterials.
Geometricchangesareusedto deriveanoptimum
balancebetweenincreasedcomponentweightand
improvedsystemperformance,while material
substitutionsoffer improvedstrengthand elastic
modulus,lowerdensity,andmoredesirablecoefficients
ofthermalexpansionandconductivity.

Akeycomponentinthedesignofapropellanttank
is the responsecharacterizationof the bulkheads.
Studiesof previousRLVconfigurationshaveutilized
conformaltanksandoblatebulkheads7'8to reduce
overallvehicleweightand to improvesystem
performance.IntheworkbySiskandWu,theshapes
of the bulkheadsrangedfrom hemisphericalto
hemiellipsoidalin geometryandwereattachedto the
cylindricalportionof thetankin a mannerthatis
conventionalforpropellanttanksof launchvehicles.
Thatis,thecenterof curvatureforthebulkheadswas
locatedinsidethetankvolume.A differentbulkhead
geometrythatismorecommonto thepressurevessel
industryreversesthedirectionoftheradiusofcurvature
sothatthebulkheadhasaninvertedshape,likethaton
thebottomofanaluminumbeveragecan.Thistypeof
bulkheadgeometry,hereafterreferredtoasinverted,is
shownin Figure1 alongwithconventionalbulkhead
geometry.

Aninvertedbulkheadgeometryisimportantforthe
vehicleoptimizationstrategysincean inverted
bulkheadprovidesadditionalfeaturestothepropellant
designthatarenot availablefroma conventional
bulkhead.A fewadvantagesofferedbyaninverted
bulkhead,thatprovidean opportunityfor reducing
weightduringthe vehicleoptimization,are 1) a
capabilityfor nestingadjacenttanks,2) additional
volumeforhardwarebetweentanksandintertanks,and
3) thecapabilityfor improvingthefabricationand
performanceof interfacejoints. Forexample,an
inverted bulkheadgeometryoffers potential
improvementstotheperformanceofadhesivelybonded
jointsatthebulkheadtocylinderinterface(i.e.,Y-joint)
becausetheinternalpressureloadingofthetankcreates
adeformedbulkheadshapethatresultsinout-of-plane
compressionatthejoint. Thus,peelstressesthatcan
leadto prematurejointfailurearesuppressedbythe
out-of-planecompressiveresponsefromthebulkhead,
whichleadstoimprovedjointperformance.However,
tocapitalizeontheseadvantagesathoroughknowledge
oftheresponseof aninvertedbulkheadisparamount.
Althoughasignificantportionof literatureexistsfrom
theindustrialpressurevesselandpipingcommunity
relatedto the bucklingbehaviorof externally
pressurizedspherical,torispherical,hemispherical,and
hemiellipsoidalbulkheads,there is no available

literaturethataddressesthedesign,analysis,oruseof
oblate,hemiellipsoidalbulkheadsfor launchvehicle
applications.Additionally,allofthepreviousresearch
hasfocusedonbulkheadsof variousshapesthatare
madeof a metallicmaterial.Thus,a needexiststo
characterizethebehaviorof oblate,hemiellipsoidal
bulkheadsthat are inverted,madeof composite
materials,and haverepresentativelaunchvehicle
geometryandloadingconditions.

Theexistingliteraturerelatedto thebehaviorof
invertedbulkheadsis primarilyconcernedwiththe
bucklingandcollapseof thesestructuresin a mode
referredto by Corona9as"domereversal."All the
earlybucklinginvestigationswereperformedon
bulkheadconfigurationsthathadasphericalradiusof
curvaturefortheshellsegmentsinvolved.A classical
investigationbyBudiansky1°characterizedandsolved
theaxisymmetriccollapseofclampedsphericalshells,
while HutchinsonH identifiedthe unstableand
imperfectionsensitivebehaviorof post-buckled
sphericalshells. Severalexperimentalstudies12-15
investigatedthe bucklingbehaviorof spherical,
hemispherical,andtorisphericalbulkheadssubjectedto
hydrostaticpressure.Galletly_6etal.,Blachut 17-19 et al.,

and Lu 2° have more recently performed numerical and

experimental studies to determine the effects of
imperfections and local features on the buckling of

spherical shells. One other notable area of research
related to the buckling of inverted bulkheads is the

work on dynamic buckling of oblate and prolate domes
by Ross 2_, et al.

The investigations by Corona and Ross et al. are
the only ones that characterized the buckling behavior

of oblate, hemiellipsoidal bulkheads. Corona
performed an experimental study of a low profile,

hemiellipsoidal bulkhead configuration that included a
nonlinear axisymmetric analysis. Although a buckled

mode shape for the bulkhead was not given, the
experimental results determined that the failure mode

for the bulkhead occurred as a rapid collapse followed
by a partial reversal of the dome upon reaching the limit

point. In the work by Ross et al., the primary objective
of the investigation was to determine the buckling

pressures and mode shapes for an array of prolate and
oblate bulkheads due to pressure and a vibratory

excitation of the shell wall. However, a brief
description of the static buckling response and critical

pressure for each of the bulkhead shapes was given.
The objective of the present paper is to state results

from an analytical investigation to determine the
deformation and buckling characteristics of a

composite, oblate bulkhead that has an inverted
geometry and is subjected to pressure-only loading. In

the remainder of the paper, a description of the overall
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tankconfigurationandloading,a summaryof the
differenttypesofanalysesusedintheinvestigation,and
adiscussionoftheresultsaregiven.

Bulkhead Configuration and Loading

The configuration of the bulkhead that was
considered in the present study corresponds to a scaled

propellant tank for a launch vehicle. Specifically, the
tank geometry and pressure were scaled to represent a

typical full-sized cryogenic tank for a reusable launch
vehicle. The tank and inverted bulkhead geometry are

depicted in Figure 1 along with the applied loading of
only internal pressure. The tank internal pressure (P)

was 216 psi. while the right circular cylindrical portion
of the tank as well as the inverted bulkhead had a radial

diameter (2a) of 36 inches. The shape of the bulkhead
varied from a hemispherical to hemiellipsoidal

geometry; in addition, a detailed account of the
different bulkhead shapes used in this investigation is
given in the section: Description of Bulkhead

Modeling and Analyses. The material properties for the

tank were representative of a non-autoclave cured,
carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) composite

material system with a qnasi-isotropic laminate
configuration. This laminate configuration was used to

represent the shell wall for both the cylinder and
bulkhead structures for each of the analyses and did not

include the effects of material or geometrical
imperfections. As discussed by Hilburger and
Starnes 22, the effects of initial geometric imperfections

may have a significant influence on the buckling
response of shells; however, there was no attempt made

in the present investigation to quantify the effects due

to geometric imperfections. The in-plane material
properties for the bulkhead and cylinder used in this

investigation are given in Table 1.
The applied loading for this investigation was

limited to the effect of internal tank pressure only. The
effects of mechanical loading due to factors such as the

weight of components stacked above the tank, bending
loads due to wind loading, or head pressure from the
acceleration of the propellant fluid were outside the

scope of the present investigation. Although
mechanical loading is important to the overall design of

a propellant tank, the present study was primarily

concerned with determining the buckling behavior of
different bulkhead configurations with simple boundary

effects and loading. Similarly, thermal loading was not
explicitly included in the analyses; however, changes in

material stiffness due to the cryogenic fluid were
accounted for by using material properties that were
determined at 423°F.

Description of Bulkhead Modelin_ and Analyses

Two different types of analysis codes were used to
perform the analyses of the inverted bulkheads

evaluated during the present investigation. The first set
of analyses was conducted using the BOSOR423

analysis code that was developed for analyzing
axisymmetric shell structures using a finite difference

solution algorithm. BOSOR4 is capable of stress,
stability, and vibration analyses of segmented, ring-

stiffened, branched shells of revolution and prismatic
shells. For this investigation, two options within the
BOSOR4 code were used to evaluate the bulkhead

models: the "quasi-linear" analysis option and the

nonlinear analysis option. The "quasi-linear" option
uses nonlinear theory for the prebuckling analysis and

calculates the bifurcation buckling load for a range of
circumferential wave numbers using a fixed load

condition. The nonlinear option uses the same
nonlinear theory for the prebuckling analysis, but

calculates the stability determinant for a given
circumferential wave number as the load is

incremented. Once a change in sign for the stability
determinant is obtained, the critical buckling load

corresponding to that wave number is obtained using
the nonlinear prebuckling analysis.

The second set of analyses was conducted using
the STAGS 24 (Structural Analysis of General Shells)

nonlinear shell analysis program. STAGS is a finite
element code designed for the static and dynamic

analysis of general shells. In addition, STAGS can
perform an eigenvalue analysis for buckling and
vibration based upon a linear or nonlinear stress state.

The program uses both the modified and full Newton

methods for its nonlinear solution algorithms, and
accounts for large rotations in a shell wall by using a

co-rotation algorithm at the element level. In a
nonlinear analysis, STAGS performs an initial linear

solution and then load or arc-length increments are
automatically adjusted based upon the nonlinear

response. The load and arc-length path-parameter
strategy, also known as the Riks pseudo arc-length
path-following method is used to continue past the limit

points of a nonlinear response. In this strategy, the
incrementally applied loading parameter is replaced by

an arc-length along the solution path, which is then

used as the independent loading parameter.
A survey of the features for each code revealed the

benefit of BOSOR4 as a relatively quick and efficient
tool for conducting trade studies of axisymmetric shell

structures while the STAGS code offered capabilities
for performing and displaying detailed investigations
into the buckling behavior of all shell structures. The

benefits of using the BOSOR4 code were fast and
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efficienttechniquesformodelingthestructure,analysis
methodsthatincludednonlinearanalysisroutines,and
analysisroutinesthatrequiredverylittlecomputertime
to providea solution. In everycase,the actual
computerrun-timewasneverlongerthanfourhours
usinga singleprocessorSunSparcUltra30machine.
This importantfeatureof theBOSOR4codethat
providedshort-durationsolutiontimesforthemodels
analyzedisduetotheeliminationofthecircumferential
dependencein theshellequationsthatreducedthe
equationsfrompartialdifferentialequationsto one-
dimensional,ordinarydifferentialequations.One
drawbackoftheaxisymmetricproblemdefinitionwas
that dataplotsgeneratedusingBOSOR4were
curvilinearrepresentationsof theshellcross-section,
whichlackedtheabilityto producecolorbanded,
contourplots. In contrast,STAGSmodelswere
considerablymorecomplextogenerate,offeredsimilar
nonlinearsolutionroutines,andrequireda greatdeal
morecomputertimeto obtaina solution. The
advantageof usingSTAGSwasa greatervarietyof
solutionroutines,abilitytomodelnonsymmetricalshell
loading and behavior,and superiorvisual
representationsofoutputdata.

The objectivesfor conductingthe BOSOR4
analyseswereto performapreliminaryassessmentof
severalbulkheadconfigurationsthatwouldpotentially
affectthebucklingresponseofthebulkheadstructure
anddeterminea singlebulkheadconfigurationfor
furtherstudy.Threebulkheadshapesandthicknesses,
andtheeffectofthreesizesofsupportingringsatthe
bulkheadto cylinderinterfacewereevaluatedto
determineacceptableperformanceundertheinternal
pressureloading.Thethreebulkheadshapeschosenfor
thestudywerea hemisphericalbulkheadandtwo
hemiellipsoidalbulkheadswithmajorto minor(a:b)
axisratiosgiveninTable2. Thethreeshellthicknesses
chosenforevaluationalongwiththreesizesofsupport
ringsarealsoshown.Furthermore,thethicknessof
eachbulkheadwasconstantalongtheentiremeridianin
all cases.Onceall thecaseswereevaluated,the
selectionofasinglebulkheadconfigurationwasmade
asa functionof severalprogrammaticconstraints.
Althoughalltheparametersusedtoselecttheoptimum
configurationfor anRLVderivativeareunavailable,
thebulkheadthickness,ringsize,anddomegeometry
wereprimarilychosenbasedona combinationof
minimumtankweightandlengthwhilemaintainingan
adequatemarginofsafety.

A descriptionof theinvertedtankgeometrythat
wasmodeledusingBOSOR4andthecorresponding
modelareshowninFigure2. Thismodelwasusedto
performa designstudyusingthebulkheadparameters
giveninTable2. Twenty-sevencaseswereevaluated

withthismodelusingBOSOR4,whichcorrespondstoa
full-factorial (3 3) design. Furthermore, linear and

nonlinear BOSOR4 analyses of this model were

conducted using the optimum bulkhead configuration
that was chosen from the design study.

The cylindrical section of the tank and the
bulkhead were each modeled using one BOSOR4 shell

segment that consisted of 97 mesh points. The vector
normal to the curvilinear shell segments denoted by

displays the direction of the shell thickness. The
length of the cylindrical shell, segment two, varied in

length depending on the bulkhead shape, but was a
constant fifteen inches beyond the apex of the bulkhead

for each model. The thickness of segment two was a
constant 0.0676 inches for the entire length except for

the last six inches where the cylinder intersects the
bulkhead at node 97. At that location, a 4-inch-long

bnilt-up region with a 0.125-inch thickness is modeled
at the edge of the cylinder with a 2-inch-long transition

between the two cylinder thicknesses. As previously
stated, the bulkhead maintained a constant thickness

along the entire meridian. Additionally, the geometry
of the support ring was not explicitly modeled using

shell segments, but was accounted for by using a
discrete ring option within BOSOR4. Using the

discrete ring option, the ring stiffness and torsional
rigidity for each ring case was included in the model at

node 97. The boundary conditions for the bulkhead
segment, segment one, were a symmetry condition at

the center of the bulkhead, node one, and free along the
edge of the bulkhead. The cylindrical shell, segment

two, was tied to the bulkhead at node 97 using the
discrete ring and a cylinder symmetry condition at node

one which was employed to hold the axial displacement
and meridional rotation to zero while leaving the

circumferential and radial displacements free.
The STAGS analyses were performed using two

full bulkhead models that were created in
MSC/PATRAN. The first model did not include a

cylindrical tank section and was referred to as the
bulkhead-only model while the second model included

a cylindrical tank section similar to the BOSOR4
models and was referred to as the tank-bulkhead model.

The bulkhead configuration that was used for all the
STAGS analyses was determined from the BOSOR4

design study that will be discussed in detail later. The
bulkhead-only model and the tank-bulkhead model both

used the 2:1 hemiellipsoidal bulkhead configuration and
did not include a support ring.

The bulkhead-only model had 3120 elements and
approximately 18,886 degrees of freedom. The
refinement of the finite element mesh of the bulkhead

was limited by the aspect ratios of the triangular
elements located in the center of the bulkhead. The
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boundaryconditionsconsistedoftheedgeregionofthe
bulkheaddefinedin a localcylindricalcoordinate
systemin whichthenodaldegreesof freedomwere
clampedin thecircumferentialandaxialdirection
similartotheBOSOR4modelconditions.Thepurpose
of thetank-bulkheadmodelwasto investigatethe
influenceof thecylindricaltankboundaryontothe
responseoftheinvertedbulkhead.Thetank-bulkhead
modelconsistedoftheinvertedbulkheadconnectedtoa
cylindricaltankwallsegment.Theinvertedbulkhead
andcylindricaltankwall hadthe samematerial
properties.However,thecylindricaltankwallhada
thicknessof .50-inchesneartheouteredgeof the
invertedbulkheadandthentaperedto anominalwall
thicknessof .30-inchesfora lengthof 18-inches.The
tankmodelconsistedof 5520elementsand33,286
degreesof freedom.Theboundaryconditionsforboth
modelsremainedthesamefor boththelinearand
nonlinearSTAGSbucklinganalysesthat were
conducted.In addition,aneigenvalueanalysiswas
conductedat severalnonlinearloadlevelsfor each
model.

Results and Discussion

A summary of the BOSOR4 results for selected

cases using the "quasi-linear" option is given in Figure
3. These results only represent a small subset of all the

results that were determined during the design study,
but are deemed sufficient to illustrate the behavioral

trends. The operating pressure normalized with respect
to the critical pressure for bifurcation buckling is
plotted here as a function of the bulkhead thickness for

various ratios of the bulkhead major to minor axis.

Although the parameters for these cases were
representative of bulkheads with variable geometry and
thickness, a fixed value of 3.0 in. 2 for the discrete ring

was used. The reason for choosing a discrete ring area
of 3.0 in. 2 was two-fold. First, the effect of the discrete

ring on the critical pressure for bifurcation buckling

was minimal for two of the three bulkhead geometries.
Also, solutions for the bulkhead with the shallowest
geometry, i.e. the 2:1 (a:b) bulkhead, experienced

convergence problems for the majority of cases due to
the instability of the bulkhead. Two cases that

converged to a solution had a discrete ring size of 3.0
in. 2and were therefore chosen for presentation here.

The mode shape corresponding to the critical

bifurcation buckling load using nonlinear prebuckling
strains is given for the hemispherical, 1.414:1

hemiellipsoidal, and 2:1 hemiellipsoidal bulkhead
geometries in Figures 4,5, and 6, respectively. In

addition, each bulkhead displayed in Figures 4-6 had a
discrete ring area of 3.0 in. 2 and was 0.175-inches thick.

After a short inspection of all three figures, it is evident

that a significant change in the buckling response
occurred between the hemispherical bulkhead and the

shallower hemiellipsoidal bulkheads. The buckled
mode shape shown in Figure 4 for the hemispherical

bulkhead has a single, short half-wave along the
meridian that appears to occur very close to the edge of

the bulkhead with no attenuation, and corresponds to a
circumferential wave number of twenty. In contrast,

the mode shapes for the two hemiellipsoidal bulkheads
in Figures 5 and 6 have three half-waves along the

meridian that appear to occur closest to the center of the
bulkhead and slowly attenuate towards the edge. Also,

the number of circumferential waves that correspond to
the mode shapes for the 1.414:1 and 2:1 hemiellipsoidal

bulkheads are one and zero, respectively. These results
for the hemiellipsoidal and hemispherical bulkheads

correspond to the same bifurcation buckling mode
shapes detailed in the investigation by Ross, et al.

Examining the data from the "quasi-linear"
BOSOR4 results in Figure 3 shows a nonlinear

relationship between decreasing bulkhead thickness and
a corresponding decrease in the critical buckling

pressure for each individual bulkhead geometry. This
nonlinear relationship is evident for both the

hemispherical (1 :1) bulkhead geometry and the 1.414:1
hemiellipsoidal bulkhead geometry as the slope of the

piecewise linear curves increase from the 0.25-inch
thickness to the 0.125-inch thickness. In addition, the
2:1 bulkhead incurred a 56% decrease in the critical

bifurcation buckling pressure for a corresponding 30%

reduction in the bulkhead thickness. Also, a similar
nonlinear relationship appears to exist between changes

in bulkhead geometry and a corresponding change in
the critical buckling pressure at a constant thickness.

That is, as the bulkhead becomes shallower the critical
buckling load decreases more rapidly. For example, a

29% reduction in height exists from a 1.414:1 bulkhead
to a 2:1 bulkhead; however, at the 0.175-inch thickness

the critical buckling pressure decreased by 50% for the
same configuration.

The effect of the discrete ring on the ratios of
critical buckling pressure was moderate for the

hemispherical bulkhead, and very small for the
hemiellipsoidal bulkheads. In the case of the

hemispherical bulkhead with a bulkhead thickness of
0.125-inch thickness, the critical buckling pressure
decreased by less than 1% between the 3.0 in.2 and 1.0

in.2 discrete ring cases; however, a 22% decrease
occurred from the case with a discrete ring of 1.0 in. 2 to

the case with no ring. The effect the support ring

displayed on the critical buckling pressures for the
hemiellipsoidal bulkheads was almost negligible;

however, as mentioned earlier in the cases for the 2:1
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bulkheadgeometry,the3.0 in.2 ring providedthe
necessarystiffnessto themodeltoallowBOSOR4to
identifythecriticalbucklingpressure.Furtherevidence
of thedifferenteffectsthesupportringhadon the
bucklingbehaviorforeachbulkheadcanbefoundin
their characteristicbucklingresponses.As noted
earlier,thehemisphericalbulkheadhadabuckledmode
shapethatwaspredominantlyconfinedtotheedgeof
thebulkhead.Therefore,thatbulkheadgeometry
appearedto bemuchmoresensitiveto changesin
stiffnessin the regionnearthe bulkheadedge.
Whereas,thehemiellipsoidalbulkheadshadbuckled
modeshapesthatappearedto occurmainlynearthe
centerof thebulkheadwhichmadethemrelatively
insensitivetochangesinstiffnessatthebulkheadedge.

A choiceof bulkheadshape,thickness,andring
sizewasselectedbasedonthe"quasi-linear"resultsfor
furtherevaluationusingBOSOR4andSTAGS.As
describedearlier,the configurationwasprimarily
chosenbasedonthedesireto determineaminimum
heightandweightefficienttankthatmettheapplicable
marginsof safetyandwouldprovideanoptimum
vehicledesign.Thisresultedin thechoiceof a 2:1
hemiellipsoidalbulkheadshapewith a 0.21-inch
thicknessand no supportring as the optimum
configuration.UsingBOSOR4,additionalanalysesof
this configurationwereperformedusingboththe
"quasi-linear"optionandthenonlinearanalysisoption.
Theeigenvaluecorrespondingto the "qnasi-linear"

bifurcation buckling analysis was 1.825 and the critical
load factor for the nonlinear analysis of the chosen

configuration was 1.602. The critical load factor from
the nonlinear analysis was obtained just prior to the

BOSOR4 code indicating axisymmetric collapse of the
bulkhead that was similar to that found by Corona.

Thus, the convergence problems identified in some of
the earlier cases using the 2:1 bulkhead were due to the

selection of bulkhead thicknesses that were incapable of
supporting the applied pressure load except for in a

post-buckled configuration.
The linear buckling analysis from a linear prestress

solution using STAGS was determined for the
bulkhead-only model by running an eigenvalue analysis

at the operating pressure of 216 psi. A critical buckling
pressure of 403 psi. was determined for the bulkhead

only model, which corresponds to a critical load factor
of 1.864 times the 216 psi. operating pressure. An

excellent agreement between the "qnasi-linear"
BOSOR4 results that were discussed earlier, but not

presented, and the linear STAGS results was shown
with approximately 2% difference between the two

solutions. The corresponding mode shape, as shown in
Figure 7, consisted of one axisymmetric wave that was
localized in the center of the bulkhead and a much

smaller wave pattern some distance outward from the

first centralized wave along a meridian. Also, the mode
shape obtained using STAGS closely resembled the

bifftrcation buckling mode shape from BOSOR4 that
was given in Figure 6 for the bulkhead with a shell
thickness of 0.175 inch and the same bulkhead

geometry. The nonlinear solution for the bulkhead-only

case required an initial analysis and three additional
restart runs. The nonlinear analysis converged to a

critical load factor of 1.742 or critical buckling pressure
of 377 psi. A very good agreement between the

nonlinear BOSOR4 results for the optimum
configuration and the STAGS analyses was also shown

with approximately 8% difference between the two
solutions. The nonlinear response, as shown in Figure

8, was almost identical to the linear solution except the
second wave appeared to have slightly larger amplitude.

The results of the tank-bulkhead model are shown

in Figure 9 as the linear buckling analysis produced a

critical buckling pressure of 399 psi for this model.
These results indicate that for the linear analysis the

influence of the boundary edge conditions appeared
negligible. However, the nonlinear analysis converged

to a critical load factor of 1.631 or critical buckling
pressure of 353 psi. Figure 10 shows the nonlinear

response of the inverted tank-bulkhead model. The
nonlinear critical buckling pressure of the tank-

bulkhead model was approximately 13% lower than the
linear solution. These results indicate that the boundary
constraint of the tank wall had some influence in

lowering the critical pressure of the bulkhead.

Concludin_ Remarks

The BOSOR4 analysis code is an efficient sizing
tool that is useful during the preliminary design phase

of a practical shell structure such as an inverted
bulkhead for a propellant tank. Comparison of the

results between BOSOR4 and STAGS revealed a very
good correlation between the two analysis methods. By

selecting three important bulkhead parameters, a
reasonable amount of insight into the buckling response
of the shell was obtained. Although the list of

parameters and range of values are not comprehensive
in this investigation, the amount of computer time that

would be necessary to obtain the results for a

comprehensive preliminary design study for a vehicle
would not be unreasonable.

An inverted bulkhead geometry is an important
feature of a comprehensive tank optimization strategy

that can provide the design engineer with an additional
configuration for minimizing vehicle weight. The
results presented here have confirmed previous work in

this area by Corona and Ross, et al. while providing
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additionalinformationona varietyof configurations
andboundaryeffectsfor hemiellipsoidalbulkheads.
However,asmentionedearlier,theeffectsofgeometric
imperfectionsonthebehaviorofthestructuresin this 4.
studywerenotquantifiedandmayhavea substantial
impactontheresults.Overall,a sufficientlevelof
correlationhasbeendemonstratedbetweenthecurrent
analysistoolsto providethedesignengineerwith
enoughconfidenceto usebulkheadsthatarestability
critical.

Thebucklingcharacterizationofaninverted,oblate 5.
bulkheadrequirescarefulattentionassmallchangesin
bulkheadparameterscanhavea largeeffecton the
criticalbucklingload.Forexample,thebulkheadwith
majorto minoraxisratioof 2.0 incurreda 56%
decreaseinthecriticalbifftrcationbucklingpressurefor
a corresponding30%reductionin the bulkhead
thickness. Finally, since only one bulkhead 6.
configurationwas examinedclosely, fftrther
characterizationis warranted.Areasof concernthat
mayprovidesignificantinsightarethe effectof
laminateconstructionotherthanquasi-isotropic,and
theeffectof usinga tailoredthicknessor stiffness 7.
profile.
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Table 1. In-plane laminate material properties for the cylinder and bulkhead shell walls at 423°F

Young's Modulus of Elasticity (Ex and Ev), Msi
Shear Modulus (Gxv), Msi

Poisson's Ratio (Vxv)

8.77

3.76
0.299

Table 2. Minimum, intermediate, and maximum values used to define the bulkhead configurations for the

BOSOR4 analyses

Bulkhead shape Bulkhead thickness Ring area
(a/b) (in.) (in.2)

1.00 0.125, 0.175, 0.250 0.00, 1.00, 3.00
1.414 0.125, 0.175, 0.250 0.00, 1.00, 3.00

2.00 0.125, 0.175, 0.250 0.00, 1.00, 3.00
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Figure 1. Cross-section of a propellant tank with conventional and inverted bulkhead geometries.
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Figure 2. Structural definition for BOSOR4 analyses.
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Figure 3. Ratio of operating pressure to critical buckling pressure results from the BOSOR4 models as a

function of bulkhead thickness for a ring area of 3.0.
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Figure 4. Bulkhead mode shape from BOSOR4 linear analysis corresponding to the critical buckling

pressure of 980 psi. with a hemispherical geometry and 0.175-inch shell thickness.
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Figure 5. Bulkhead mode shape from BOSOR4 linear analysis corresponding to the critical buckling
pressure of 530 psi. with a 1.414:1 hemiellipsoidal geometry and 0.175-inch shell thickness.
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Figure 6. Bulkhead mode shape from BOSOR4 linear analysis corresponding to the critical buckling
pressure of 267 psi. with a 2:1 hemiellipsoidal geometry and 0.175-inch shell thickness.
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Figure7.BulkheadmodeshapefromSTAGSlinearanalysiscorrespondingtothecriticalbucklingpressure
of403psi.forthebulkhead-onlymodel

Figure8.BulkheadmodeshapefromSTAGSnonlinearanalysiscorrespondingtothecriticalbuckling
pressureof377psi.forthebulkhead-onlymodel.
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Figure 9. Cylinder and bulkhead mode shape from STAGS linear analysis corresponding to the critical

buckling pressure of 399 psi. for the tank-bulkhead model.

Figure 10. Cylinder and bulkhead mode shape from STAGS nonlinear analysis corresponding to the critical

buckling pressure of 353 psi. for the tank-bulkhead model.
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